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what to study

In analytic terms, a fieldmaybedefined as anetwork, or a configuration, of objec-
tive relations between positions. These positions are objectively defined, in their
existence and in the determinations they impose upon their occupants, agents
or institutions, by their present and potential situation (situs) in the structure of
the distribution of species of power (or capital) whose possession commands ac-
cess to the specific profits that are at stake in the field, as well as by their objective
relation to other positions (domination, subordination, homology, etc.).
In highly differentiated societies, the social cosmos is made up of a number of
such relatively autonomous social microcosms, i.e., spaces of objective relations
that are the site of a logic and a necessity that are specific and irreducible to those
that regulate other fields.
Pierre Bourdieu and Loïc J.D. Wacquant, An Invitation to Reflexive Sociology (Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1992), 97.

sf position-takings

There is the usual fiction magazine, the love story and the sex-appeal type of
magazine, the adventure type, and so on, but a magazine of “Scientifiction” is a
pioneer in its field in America.
By “scientifiction” Imean the Jules Verne,H.G.Wells, andEdgarAllan Poe type
of story—a charming romance intermingled with scientific fact and prophetic
vision.
Hugo Gernsback, “A New Sort of Magazine,” Amazing Stories 1, no. 1 (April 1926): 3. Pulp
Magazines Project.

Yet speculative fiction (notice how I cleverly avoid using the misnomer “science
fiction”? getting the message, friends? you’ve bought one of those s—e f—n an-
thologies and didn’t even know it! well, you’ve blown your bread, so you might
as well hang around and get educated) is the most fertile ground for the growth
of a writing talent without boundaries, with horizons that seem never to get any
closer.
Harlan Ellison, “Introduction: Thirty-Two Soothsayers,” inDangerous Visions, ed. Ellison (Gar-
den City, New York: Doubleday, 1967), xxiii.

https://pulpmags.org/collections/pdf/ams19260400.pdf
https://pulpmags.org/collections/pdf/ams19260400.pdf
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SF is, then[,] a literary genre whose necessary and sufficient conditions are the
presence and interaction of estrangement and cognition, and whose main for-
mal device is an imaginative framework alternative to the author’s empirical en-
vironment.
DarkoSuvin, “On thePoetics of the ScienceFictionGenre,”CollegeEnglish34, no. 3 (December,
1972): 375.

I would argue, however, that the most characteristic SF does not seriously
attempt to imagine the “real” future of our social system. Rather, its multiple
mock futures serve the quite different function of transforming our own
present into the determinate past of something yet to come. It is this present
moment….that upon our return from the imaginary constructs of SF is offered
to us in the form of some future world’s remote past.
Fredric Jameson, “Progress VersusUtopia; or, CanWe Imagine the Future?” Science Fiction Stud-
ies 9, no. 2 ( July 1982): 152. Rpt. in Archaeologies of the Future (London: Verso, 2005), 288.

I am, by trade, a science-fiction writer. That is, the fiction I’ve written so far has
arrived at the point of consumption via a marketing mechanism called “science
fiction.”
William Gibson, “Rocket Radio,” Rolling Stone, June 15, 1989: 87. Rpt. at Vice.com.

Note also that many Science Fiction fans dislike the term Sci-Fi: to them it sug-
gests the flanderized conception of the genre in popular culture, with green-
skinned aliens, giant space battles and hammy production values. Therefore,
they will insist on calling it SF for short.
TV Tropes, s.v. “Science Fiction,” accessed September 2, 2020.

• sf is historical and mutable;
• sf has no essence, no single unifying characteristic, and no point of origin;
• sf is not a set of texts, but rather a way of using texts and of drawing relation-
ships among them;
• sf’s identity is a differentially articulated position in a historical and mutable
field of genres;
• attribution of the identity of sf to a text constitutes an active intervention in
its distribution and reception.
John Rieder, Science Fiction and the Mass-Cultural Genre System (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan
University Press, 2017), 16.
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https://www-jstor-org.proxy.libraries.rutgers.edu/stable/375141
https://www-jstor-org.proxy.libraries.rutgers.edu/stable/4239476
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/qkkmxx/essential-reading-rocket-radio
https://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/ScienceFiction
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genre generalities

Tragedy is, then, a representation of an action that is heroic and complete and
of a certain magnitude—by means of language enriched with all kinds of orna-
ment, each used separately in the different parts of the play: it represents men
in action and does not use narrative, and through pity and fear it effects relief
[kátharsis] to these and similar emotions.
Aristotle, Poetics, trans. W.H. Fyfe (London: Heinemann: 1932), 1449b23–28. PerseusDigital
Library.

Perhaps the most important tactic in the genre world consists in naturalizing
one’s owndiscursive claims. Most typically, this is done by attributing to the text
itself goals and functions proper to producer, exhibitor, spectator or critic. Each
of the basic meanings of the term genre—blueprint, structure, label, contract—
has its own spokesperson, save one: textual structure. Into this vacuum rapidly
rush all those who speak for the othermeanings, thus hiding their own purposes
behind the apparently neutral text.
The history of genre theory may thus conveniently be retold as the history of
user attempts to conceal their own activity and purpose. Aristotle dissimulates
the distance between structure and reception by equating cathartic reception
with tragic structure.
Rick Altman, Film/Genre (London: BFI, 1999), 101.

Genre, wemight say, is a set of conventional and highly organised constraints on
the production and interpretation of meaning. In using the word “constraint” I
don’tmean to say that genre is simply a restriction. Rather, its structuring effects
are productive of meaning….No speaking or writing or any other symbolically
organised action takes place other than through the shaping of generic codes,
where “shaping” means both “shaping by” and “shaping of ”: acts and structures
work upon and modify each other.
John Frow,Genre, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2015), 10.
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http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0056%3Asection%3D1449b
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0056%3Asection%3D1449b
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